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Andy Purdy @andy purdy - May 6

USG. may re-open possibilities for collaboration in standards efforts, which are important for setting requirements and enabling independent certifications and testing. This in turn promotes assurance and transparency.

https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-us-county-michigan-huawei-idUKKCN22Q22U

US. drafts rule to allow Huawei and U.S. firms to work together on 5G at... The U.S. Department of Commerce is close to signing off on a new rule that allows U.S. companies to work with China's Huawei Technologies co...

https://uk.reuters.com

Experience function and comfort with the Huawei #P40.

Slick Curves for Comfortable Holding

Why is the Huawei MatePad Pro "totally worth" it? @AndroidAuth discusses the premium design and excellent battery that make this device a clear winner. tinyurl.com/jadykdyv
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · May 6

Couldn’t be more thankful for the people taking risks to take care of us.
#NationalNurseDay #ANANursingWeek #Huawei #RuinGlobal

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · May 6

Thanks to allbranish @HealthcareHeroes #NationalNurseDay

Debra Ruhl @debraruhl · May 6

Thank You Nurses for all the work you do, I know how much you all matter & applaud you! So much good is done as a result of your efforts
#NurseDay #HuaweiNow #NursesWeek #HuaweiFacts #HuaweiGlobal
#NurseWeek2020 @HuaweiUSA #Nursing #healthcareheroes.
#EmpowerPeople #HuaweiNews

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · May 6

Learn from @debraruhl why the global supply chain is key to strengthening the semiconductor industry.

Semiconductor Industry and the Global Supply Chain...
Over the past 30 years, the semiconductor industry has been at the heart of technological advances that...
@ruvGlobal.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · May 6

Join industry experts Michael Yang of @ChineseSemicon, @WillTownTech of @HuaweiInd and Ernest Worthman of @erlworthman at 2pm ET today to learn more about the significance of the semiconductor industry in the U.S.
tinyurl.com/c6c620

WEBINAR: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IN THE U.S.
With Ernest Worthman, Executive Editor of Applied Wireless Technology
Will Townsend, Telecommunications Industry Analyst, and
Michael Yang, Senior Director, Memory & China Semi

REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, May 6, 2-3 p.m. EST
The people at Huawei come from different backgrounds and speak different languages, but they have one thing in common: they are all dreamers.

When we say name a scientist, how many of you think of a woman? It's time to change that and start talking about #FactsMatter.

All networks have inherent security risks, and banning Huawei won't solve the problem. Security strategist @navigati shares more insights from an RSAConference panel with @andy_penny and other industry experts. #FactsMatter

Facts & Fear - Huawei Risks To 5G
By Craig Spidle, Managing Director, Ageift Advisory & Research Group
As the world grapples with the impact of the Coronavirus and the threat...

Freezing temperatures, a lack of oxygen and a 6,500m climb didn't stop us on our #5G mission at the summit of MountEverest. Watch to see how hard work, dedication & a few local yaks helped Huawei achieve something very "cool" on top of the world. #HuaweiFlow #ChinaMobile

THIS TIME
See how @Huawei Cloud is supporting the Philippines by providing them with an AI image screening system to detect COVID-19. Here's how it's speeding up detection and prevention in the country: tinyurl.com/1fa4yca

One in three of today's 4.4 billion internet users is a child, but it's not always a safe experience. Meet Janice Richardson, who uses Huawei's #SmartBus program to help children learn how to be smart online. #TECHAIL

tinyurl.com/paulEoB

Keeping a healthy mind and body are important to making it through this truly unprecedented time. Hear from a fitness professional about ways to make a routine at home. #Wellcare #NationalFitnessMonth

tinyurl.com/6a4y8a

Color adjust your screen on the Huawei MateBook for maximum comfort.

HUAWEI MateBook

tinyurl.com/6a4y8a
I heard the conspiracy theory about 5G causing COVID-19? Huawei expert Richard Griffiths debunks this myth in this article.

Don't get boxed in by borders. Try the full view experience with the Huawei MateBook Pro.

Advances in AI are vital to the fight against COVID-19. Learn why.
#DYK the trade restriction with China could end the U.S.'s leadership in the semiconductor industry? Tune in today at 2pm ET for a webinar with industry experts Michael Yang of China Semi, Will Townsend of Moor Insights & Strategy and Ernest Worthman of Applied Wireless Technology to learn more. https://tinyurl.com/yc3ktbck

WEBINAR: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IN THE U.S.
With Ernest Worthman, Executive Editor of Applied Wireless Technology
Will Townsend, Telecommunications Industry Analyst, and Michael Yang, Senior Director, Memory & China Semi

REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, May 6, 2-3 p.m. EST

To the brave people out there keeping us safe - we cannot say "thank you" enough. #NationalNursesDay https://tinyurl.com/y73w3cot
To ensure everyone enjoys the benefits of a tech-enabled world, Debra Ruh of Ruh Global Impact says the semiconductor industry must have access to the global supply chain.

Semiconductor Industry and the Global Supply Chain: Let’s work together to assure Digital Inclusion across the World

By Debra Ruh

Need a tablet that can keep up? Android Authority says the Huawei MatePadPro is "a battery life champion that keeps going and going and going."

1 Share
Huawei USA
May 7 at 10:41 AM ·

#DYK #AI and cloud technologies can help boost accuracy of COVID-19 diagnosis? See how Huawei helps hospitals and research centers do so across Asia. https://tinyurl.com/ydc7apxq

Huawei USA
May 7 at 12:10 PM ·

During a panel at RSA, #AndyPurdy explained why banning Huawei from U.S. networks won’t help increase the reliability and resilience of #5G. Security strategist Craig Spiezle shares more on what telecommunications providers can do to help build a fully connected world.
We added color adjustments to the MateBook X Pro screen. Tell your eyes we said "you're welcome."

See how Huawei Cloud is supporting the Philippines by providing them with an AI image screening system to detect COVID-19. Here's how it's speeding up detection and prevention in the country:
http://tinyurl.com/yz5sycz
It's important to find a routine that helps you stay healthy in mind and body during times like these. Huawei's Sonja Thompson talks to an Orange Theory fitness professional about ways to make fitness work for you remotely.

#selfcare #nationalfitnessmonth https://tinyurl.com/yb84ujk4

Tell yourself I'm going to start off with 10 minutes of exercise.

The Huawei #P40: feel how every curve fits in your hand.
At Huawei, we don't believe in dreams being too big.